Welcome autumn! In this month’s newsletter, we’re o ering physicians a
unique range of valuable information to help your practice grow and
thrive.
Want to take a clinical deep dive on shock wave and how it’s used to treat
patients with enthesiopathic conditions? Just read on for a professional
summary of the Level 10 book, Shock Wave Therapy in Practice:
Enthesiopathies -- or access the complete book as a free downloadable
PDF.
Also in this issue: are negative reviews hurting your practice? Discover 10
must-know tips for managing your digital reputation.
reputation Finally, don’t miss a
fantastic news segment featuring Bristol Hospital’s Dr. Peter Bellezza -see how he uses EPAT to treat patients with acute and chronic foot and
ankle pain.
Questions or would you like to connect? Contact me at any time.
All the best,
Elise B. Hamann
Director of Sales and Marketing
Phone: 401-333-6500
Email: elise.hamann@curamedix.com
http://www.curamedix.com

Physician Overview of Shock
Wave Therapy in Practice:
Enthesiopathies

Digital Check-Up for Physicians: 10
Ways to Improve Your Online
Reputation

Gain deep insights on the e ects of
shock wave for patients with
enthesiopathic conditions. Read
this helpful overview of the Level
10 book, then access the complete
book as a downloadable PDF!

Did you know…7 out of 10 patients
begin their doctor search going
online and reading reviews? That
means your digital reputation is
vital to your practice. Is yours
helping you—or hurting you?

FOX61 Health Watch: Dr. Peter
Bellezza Uses EPAT to Help Treat
Runners’ Pain

CuraMedix Attends STORZ Medical
Annual Meeting in Berlin

Too often, runners resort to
“running through their pain.” See
how one doctor is helping patients
discover a better way; one that gets
them back to doing what they love
without surgery or downtime.

Two words describe this year’s
Annual Distributor Meeting in
Berlin, Germany: inspirational and
innovative. Here’s a look at some
conference highlights that were
presented by STORZ Medical earlier
this month.

Download the White Paper: The Art
of Shock Wave
How can your practice improve patient outcomes
with EPAT? Take a deep dive to better understand
EPAT, sometimes referred to as ESWT or Shock
Wave, and how this non-operative, regenerative
technology is being used to transform patient care
and treat a wide range of medical issues.
Download Now
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